Leadership | ONE

Mission: To assist church and business leaders in the Findlay area by providing leadership resources suggested by the leaders.

Vision: LeadershipONE will focus on assisting local churches and businesses in developing resources to include: seminars, lunch & learn, special guests, topic oriented discussion and events deemed useful by the church and business community.

OBJECTIVES
- To deliberately engage Winebrenner in the local community
- To develop seminars focused on the needs of business leaders and churches
- To allow the local leadership to have an active involvement in the choice of topics, seminars, etc...
- To continue a connection with Global Leadership Summit and bring this resource to the community

STRATEGIES
- To develop an advisory committee of local leaders to assist in the maintenance of LeadershipONE
- To provide a forum for local pastors and leaders with expertise in certain areas to share their knowledge and gifting
- To market LeadershipONE as a resource for local churches and businesses
- To collaborate with organizations in outreach, where Winebrenner can be of help
- To develop an online training component that can be used by leaders

ACTION PLANS
- Develop an email list to communicate with church and business leaders
- Obtain a list of topics and ideas from the LeadershipONE advisory committee and survey responses
- Maintain communication with the advisory committee and request input on ideas generated here at Winebrenner
- List names of advisory committee and churches if desired
- Assessment of events to include advisory committee

FOLLOW HIS CALL

Findlay Campus: 950 N. Main St., Findlay, OH 45840, 419-434-4200, 1-800-992-4987
Scotland Campus: 3583 Scotland Rd., PO Box 370, Scotland PA 17254, 717-552-2220
www.winebrenner.edu